"From Celtic Fantasies to Irish Studies: Research in Irish Culture, Past and Present."

Friday 19th February 2021
17:00-18:30 Cairo Local Time (16:00 CET/ 15:00 GMT / 12:00 Am Japan)

BUE VLMS virtual platform link:
https://vlms.bue.edu.eg/RCIS/RCISLogin

How to login in:
1. enter your personal / work email
2. use the common password RCIS12345 to register and join the seminars.

Prof. Ondřej Pilný
Director, Centre for Irish Studies
Charles University, Prague &
IASIL Chairperson

Moderator: Prof Hiroko Mikami
Director of the Institute for Irish Studies
Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan

Organised by: Dr. Rania M Rafik Khalil